
February 1, 2002

Mr. James F. Klapproth, Manager
Engineering & Technology
GE Nuclear Energy
175 Curtner Ave
San Jose, CA 95125

SUBJECT: REVIEW OF NEDE-23785P, VOL. III, SUPPLEMENT 1, REVISION 1, 
"GESTR-LOCA AND SAFER MODELS FOR EVALUATION OF 
LOSS-OF-COOLANT ACCIDENT VOLUME III, SUPPLEMENT 1, 
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION FOR UPPER BOUND PCT CALCULATION" 
(TAC NO. MB2774)

Dear Mr. Klapproth:

By letter dated August 21, 2001, and revised October 16, 2001, GE Nuclear Energy (GENE)
provided the subject licensing topical report to support their request for elimination of the limit
imposed on the upper bound peak cladding temperature (PCT) related to the use of the
SAFER/GESTR-LOCA analysis methodology.  The NRC staff's review found that the upper
bound PCT limit of 1600�F was no longer necessary when using the SAFER/GESTR-LOCA
methodology.  The NRC staff also found that means other than conducting plant-specific upper
bound PCT calculations were acceptable for demonstrating the conservatism of licensing-basis
analyses with respect to the reference emergency core cooling system configuration. 

The staff finds that the subject topical report is acceptable for referencing in licensing
applications to the extent specified under the limitations delineated in the report and in the
associated NRC safety evaluation.  The enclosed safety evaluation defines the basis for
acceptance of the topical report.

The NRC requests that GENE publish an accepted version of the revised Topical Report 
NEDE-23785P within 3 months of receipt of this letter.  The accepted version shall incorporate
this letter and the enclosed safety evaluation between the title page and the abstract, and add a
"-A" (designating accepted) following the report identification number (i.e., NEDE-23785P-A). 

If the NRC�s criteria or regulations change so that its conclusion in this letter that the topical
report is acceptable is invalidated, GENE and/or the applicant referencing the topical report will
be expected to revise and resubmit its respective documentation, or submit justification for the
continued applicability of the topical report without revision of the respective documentation.

Pursuant to 10 CFR 2.790, we have determined that the enclosed safety evaluation does not
contain proprietary information.  However, we will delay placing the safety evaluation in the
public document room for a period of ten (10) working days from the date of this letter to
provide you with the opportunity to comment on the proprietary aspects only.  If you believe that 
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any information in the enclosure is proprietary, please identify such information line by line and
define the basis pursuant to the criteria of 10 CFR 2.790.

If you have any questions, please contact Joseph Donoghue, GENE Project Manager, at
(301) 415-1131. 

Sincerely,

/RA/

Stuart A. Richards, Director
Project Directorate IV
Division of Licensing Project Management
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

Project No. 710

Enclosure:  Safety Evaluation

cc w/encl:  See next page
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cc:
Mr. George B. Stramback
Regulatory Services Project Manager
GE Nuclear Energy
175 Curtner Avenue
San Jose, CA  95125

Mr. Charles M. Vaughan, Manager
Facility Licensing 
Global Nuclear Fuel
P.O. Box 780
Wilmington, NC  28402

Mr. Glen A. Watford, Manager
Nuclear Fuel Engineering
Global Nuclear Fuel
P.O. Box 780
Wilmington, NC  28402



SAFETY EVALUATION BY THE OFFICE OF NUCLEAR REACTOR REGULATION

GE NUCLEAR ENERGY TOPICAL REPORT

NEDE-23785P, VOL. III, SUPPLEMENT 1, REVISION 1, "GESTR-LOCA AND SAFER

MODELS FOR EVALUATION OF LOSS-OF-COOLANT ACCIDENT VOLUME III,

SUPPLEMENT 1, ADDITIONAL INFORMATION FOR UPPER BOUND PCT CALCULATION"

PROJECT NO. 710

1.0 BACKGROUND

By letter dated August 21, 2001 (Reference 1), and revised October 16, 2001 (Reference 2),
GE Nuclear Energy (GENE) provided information supporting their request for elimination of the
upper bound peak cladding temperature (PCT) limit on use of the SAFER/GESTR LOCA
analysis code.  The SAFER/GESTR methodology is documented in a previous GENE submittal
(Reference 3).  In their review of the SAFER/GESTR methodology documented in Reference 4,
the staff determined that there was not sufficient support to use the methodology in cases
where calculated cladding temperatures exceeded 1600�F.  Thus, the safety evaluation limited
the use of the methodology for cases where the calculated  PCT did not exceed 1600�F.  If
applicants wish to use the methodology for calculated PCTs in excess of the limit, additional
supporting information is needed to assure that the upper bound PCT is sufficiently
conservative.

GENE stated that the original intent of the SAFER/GESTR-LOCA methodology was to use a
one-time generic upper bound PCT calculation to demonstrate that the process used to
calculate the licensing basis PCT was sufficiently conservative.  Due to the limitation placed on
the methodology, licensees have conducted plant-specific calculations of the upper bound PCT. 
The GENE request in this submittal seeks to eliminate the need for licensees to conduct these
calculations.

2.0 STAFF EVALUATION

In Reference 4, the staff imposed an upper bound temperature limit of 1600�F on PCT
calculations using the SAFER/GESTR methodology in large part because of a lack of data for
cladding temperatures above that point.  In its safety evaluation the staff determined that:

The application methodology is acceptable therefore for cases where the
calculated upper bound PCT is less than 1600�F.  Above this value,
additional supporting information is needed to provide assurance that the
upper bound PCT prediction is sufficiently conservative.
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The staff has since reviewed another methodology proposed by GENE, SAFER/CORECOOL
(Reference 5), for use with both jet pump and non-jet pump plants.  SAFER is used in this
methodology to provide the boundary conditions for the clad heatup calculation performed by
CORECOOL.  The NRC approved the SAFER/CORECOOL methodology for both jet pump and
non-jet pump plants (References 6 and 7).

The CORECOOL methodology was assessed versus clad temperature data approaching the
10 CFR 50.46 limit of 2200�F.  Assessment calculations provided by GENE demonstrate that
the CORECOOL methodology is conservative in prediction of rod temperatures for the entire
temperature range, including those in excess of 1600�F.  Comparison calculations have been
performed for SAFER and CORECOOL for both jet pump and non-jet pump plants.  The non-jet
pump plant comparison indicates that SAFER calculates a higher PCT than does CORECOOL
for the entire time of the transient.  In the case of the jet pump plant comparison, SAFER
calculates a higher cladding temperature than does CORECOOL for the heatup phase, PCT,
and most of the quenching phase of the transient.

GENE has performed additional comparison calculations using the TRACG thermal-hydraulic
analysis code.  While TRACG has not been reviewed and approved by the staff for this
purpose, the code performs in a similar fashion to the staff�s TRAC-B code.  Also as
documented in Reference 8, the staff reviewed and approved TRACG for anticipated
operational occurrence analysis.  In all cases analyzed for a typical BWR/4 design, SAFER
predicts a higher second cladding temperature peak than does TRACG.

In addition, the use of the SAFER/GESTR LOCA methodology is for an upper bound PCT
calculation.  The proposed change does not affect the requirement for licensees to demonstrate
that the limits set forth in 10 CFR 50.46 will be met based on the results of licensing basis
calculations.  That is, the PCT shall not exceed 2200�F, the cladding oxidation shall not exceed
0.17 times the total cladding thickness before oxidation, the total amount of hydrogen
generated from chemical reaction of the cladding with water or steam shall not exceed
0.01 times the hypothetical amount that would be generated if all of the metal in the cladding
were to react, and that changes in the core shall be such that the core remains amenable to
cooling.

On the basis of code-to-code computational comparisons, the staff finds removal of the upper
bound PCT limit of 1600�F for the SAFER/GESTR-LOCA methodology to be acceptable.

In Reference 4, to apply SAFER/GESTR, the staff required confirmation that plant-specific
operating parameters have been conservatively bounded by the models and inputs used in the
generic analyses.  In addition, the staff required confirmation that the plant-specific emergency
core cooling system (ECCS) configuration is consistent with the reference plant class ECCS
configuration.  In these cases, GENE has satisfied these requirements by performing plant-
specific upper bound PCT calculations to demonstrate that the licensing basis analysis is
sufficiently conservative.  GENE has further stated that because a large number of such
calculations have now been performed for the entire GE boiling water reactor (BWR) product
line, that it is appropriate to eliminate further calculations of plant-specific upper bound PCTs. 
The staff notes that GENE determined that plant-specific upper bound PCT calculations would
be the basis for meeting the staff's requirements in Reference 4.
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The staff also notes that GENE has performed the plant-specific upper bound PCT calculations
for its entire product line.  Unless there are significant changes to a plant�s configuration that
would invalidate the existing calculations, other means, such as demonstrating the magnitude
of a change in PCT for a change in fuel design, may be used to satisfy the staff�s safety
evaluation limitation.

3.0 CONCLUSIONS

After review of the GENE submittal regarding calculation of upper bound PCT using the
SAFER/GESTR-LOCA methodology, the staff concludes that sufficient information has been
provided via code-to-code comparisons to eliminate the 1600�F limit on calculated upper bound
PCT.  The staff also concludes that the existing limitation on plant-specific application of the
upper bound PCT methodology can be satisfied by means other than recalculation of a plant-
specific upper bound PCT.
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